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Introduction: 

quadTimer is an important timer module, which is integrated in DSC, ColdFire, 

Kinetis KM family. The quadTimer has 4 independent timer, in other words, each 

timer has it’s own counter and counts tick independently. The 4 Timers in the 

quadTimer module count independently, in some application, it is required that 

the 4 timers can synchronize each other so that some of timers can output 

coherent signals. The DOC elaborates how to synchronize quadTimer using master 

and slave mode,  how to set or clear the Timer output pin logic. In the end, the AN 

give an example to generate 4 sequential signal to trigger Sar ADC converter with 

quadTimer. 

Function of Timer: 

The quadtimer has a lot functions: 

1) the quadTimer can generate periodic time interrupt. 

2) the quadTimer can count quadrature signal PhaseA and PhaseB  from 

encoder which are 90 degree shift. 



  

3) The quadtimer has capture function, can measure the duty cycle time or 

cycle time of external signal. Both the rising/falling edge of external can 

trigger interrupt. 

4) The quadtimer support triggered count mode, external signal can trigger 

quadTimer to start counting. 

5) The quadtimer can generate PWM signal. 

6) The quadtimer supports cascaded mode to extend the bit number of 

counter 

 

 

3)ADC triggering signal requirement 

The KM family has both ADC and quadTimer module, the ADC can be triggered by 

software and hardware. For software triggering, writing the ADC_SC1A register 

launch the ADC conversion, user can poll the COCO bit in ADC_SC1A register to 

know if the conversion is over before reading the sample from the ADC_RA 

register, user can also use interrupt mechanism and read the sample from 

ADC_RA register in ISR of ADC. For hardware triggering, user must use external 

triggering signal to trigger ADC conversion via crossbar, the triggering signal are 

called “SAR ADC trigger select A pulse, SAR ADC trigger select B pulse, SAR ADC 

trigger select C pulse, SAR ADC trigger select D pulse”. The SAR ADC has only one 



  

ADC converter, but there are four ADC control and status register 

ADC_SC1A;ADC_SC1B; ADC_SC1C; ADC_SC1D registers and four ADC result 

register ADC_RA; ADC_RB; ADC_RC; ADC_RD register, the ADC supports scan 

mode, in detail, user can generate 4 sequential triggering signal to have ADC 

sample 4 channels defined in ADC_SC1A;ADC_SC1B; ADC_SC1C; ADC_SC1D 

registers and save the samples into respective ADC_RA; ADC_RB; ADC_RC; 

ADC_RD registers, the condition is that the delay of the sequential ADC triggering 

signals must be greater than the ADC conversion time. 

There are two modules to generate the sequential ADC triggering signals for KM 

family, one is quadTimers, each timer can generate one ADC triggering signal, 4 

timer can generate 4 ADC trigger signals. Another is AFE module, generally, user 

use one AFE Channel 0 conversion complete to trigger SAR ADC trigger select A pulse, AFE 

Channel 1 conversion complete to trigger SAR ADC trigger select  B pulse, AFE Channel 2 

conversion complete to trigger SAR ADC trigger select C pulse, AFE Channel 3 conversion 

complete to trigger SAR ADC trigger select D pulse. But I only discuss to use 

quadTimer to trigger ADC to sample multiple channels. 

 

 



  

 

4)Synchronizing method: 

The quadTimer module has four independent timers, each timer has it’s own 

counter, control, compare, capture, hold and control-status registers, and runs 

independently generally. But the quadtimer supports synchronization by setting 

one timer as master and the other as slave in one quadTimer module. When the 

counter of master timer reach up to compare register value of master timer, the 

compare event of master timer happens. The compare event of master timer can 

do the following works: 



  

1) The compare event of master timer can trigger an event to load the LOAD 

register value of slave timer to counter register of the same slave timer, in 

this way, one master Timer can synchronize the other slave timer.  

2) The compare event of master timer can set/clear the slave timer output pin 

with VAL logic defined in TMRx_SCTRL immediately, in other words, The 

compare event of master timer can set/clear the slave timer output pin 

based on the VAL value The compare event of master timer. 

As figure , all four timer output signals of the quadTimer: QuadTimer 

channel0 output/ QuadTimer channel1 output/ QuadTimer channel2 

output/ QuadTimer channel3 output are connected to crossbar input 

channel 6/7/8/9.  Four ADC trigger signals:ADC trigger select A pulse, SAR 

ADC trigger select B pulse, SAR ADC trigger select C pulse, SAR ADC trigger 

select D pulse are connected to crossbar output channels index 

15,16,26,27, it is okay to route the four timer output signals of quadTimer 

to the four ADC triggering signals. 

The Timer0 is set up in master mode, it’s output is set up in variable PWM 

mode so that each timer cycle can out put a rising edge. 

 

 

 

Generally, the master timer is set up in repeated mode by clearing the 

ONCE bit, counting until compare then re-initializing mode by setting 

LENGTH bit. While the slave timer is set up in in once mode by setting the 

ONCE bit, counting until compare then re-initializing mode by setting 

LENGTH bit.  When master counter reaches up to compare register,  the 

compare event of master timer occurs and trigger an compare interrupt for 

the master timer. The compare event of master timer load the LOAD 

register of the slave timer to the counter of the slave timer automatically. 

In the ISR of master timer, start the slave timer by setting up the CM(Count 

Mode) bits in 3b’001, when the slave timer counter reaches up to the 

compare value of the slave timer, set the slave timer output pin by setting 

the OUTMODE bits automatically as 3b’010. Although the compare event of 

master timer can load the LOAD register value of slave timer to the counter 

register of respective slave timer automatically, it can not start the slave 



  

timer counting automatically, it is required to start slave timer counting in 

the ISR of master timer compare interrupt. 

 

For the SAR ADC triggering signal, only the rising edge of SAR ADC trigger 

signal can trigger ADC sample, the 4 triggering signals must have a rising 

edge sequentially, the delay between consecutive rising edges must be 

greater than the ADC conversion time.  

In order to generate the 4 SAR ADC triggering signal with four sequential 

rising edges, the timer0 is set up as master timer, the other 3 timers are set 

up as slave timers.  

The master timer is set up in following configuration: 

Repeated mode 

Counting until compare then re-initializing mode 

Toggling OFLAG output using alternating compare registers so that the 

rising edge of master timer can trigger an interrupt. 

 

The 3 slave timers are set up in the following mode: 

Once mode, 

Counting until compare then re-initializing mode, 

Setting OFLAG output on successful compare 

 

Because only rising edge of timer output signal can trigger ADC, the master 

timer is set up in repeated and variable PWM mode, in the mode, the 

compare1 register controls the instant of the PWM signal falling edge, the 

compare2 register controls the instant of PWM signal rising edge in one 

PWM cycle, the rising edge of master timer triggers ADC to sample. The 

master timer is configured to trigger interrupt when the master timer 

counter reaches up to compare2 register, in other words, the an interrupt is 

triggered when the rising edge of master timer happens. In the ISR of 

master interrupt, interrupt flag is cleared, and the 3 slave timers are 

launched. The 3 slave timers are set up in once and counting on rising edge 

of primary clock, and  Setting OFLAG output on successful compare. The 3 

slave timer compare registers are set up as the number of ticks of ADC 

conversion time, 2*(ADC conversion time), 3*(ADC conversion time), in this 



  

way, the 3 slave timer will output rising edge sequentially, the delay of the 

consequtive  rising edge. 

The SAR ADC has 4 ADC Status and Control Registers: ADC_SC1A, 

ADC_SC1B, ADC_SC1C, ADC_SC1D. In the example, the interrupt enable bit 

AIEN in ADC_SC1D is set so that last ADC sample acquired by ADC_SC1D can 

trigger an ADC interrupt. In the ISR of ADC interrupt, clear the 3 slave timer 

pin signals by “Force Command”, reading four samples from ADC_RA, 

ADC_RB, ADC_RC, ADC_RD. 

Figure 4 SAR ADC triggering signals 

 

 

  

Another feature of timer is that the slave timer n logic can be set by both 

the master compare event and FORCE command. 

Related bit definition: 

 

MAST bit in the TMRx_SCTRL register: 

 If the MAST bit in the TMRx_SCTRL register is set, the timer is set up as master, 

when the master timer compare event occurs, the slave timer loads it’s counter 

with the LOAD register value if If the Coinit bit is set.  This is the synchronizing 

mechanism. 

COINIT bit in TMRx_CTRL register: 

If the Coinit bit is set, the timer is set up as slave(The MASTR bit in TMRx_SCTRL 

register is cleared), the compare event of master timer loads the Load register 

value of slave timer to the respective counter register.  If the Coinit bit is cleared, 

the compare event of master timer does not load the Load register value of slave 

timer to the respective counter register. 

EEOF: This bit (when set) enables the compare from another counter/timer within 
the same module to force the state of this counter's OFLAG output signal. 
 
VAL: Forced OFLAG Value ,This bit determines the value of the OFLAG output 

signal when software triggers a FORCE command 



  

 

FORCE: Force OFLAG Output, This write only bit forces the current value of VAL to 
be written to the OFLAG output. This bit always reads 
as a zero. VAL and FORCE can be written simultaneously in a single write 
operation. Write to FORCE only if the counter is disabled. Setting this bit while the 
counter is enabled may yield unpredictable results 
 

 


